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 In 2003, NASA's Beyond Einstein program included ambitious space
missions to understand the nature of the dark energy that has been
accelerating the expansion of the universe, test general relativity,
and discover gravity waves from the mergers of supermassive black
holes and from the cosmic inflation that preceded the Big Bang.  All
of these, plus space missions to map our home galaxy and investigate
whether planets around other stars have life, were indefinitely
postponed when President Bush decided in January 2004 that NASA's
highest priority is to put astronauts back on the moon and eventually
send them to Mars.  Under pressure from Congress, the National 
Academy of Sciences was commissioned in 2006 to report on how to 
restart the Beyond Einstein program.  This colloquium by one of the 
members of this recently released Academy study will summarize and 
explain the research strategy the report proposes and its implications 
for continued U.S. participation in the exploration of the universe.



NASA’s Beyond Einstein Program:
An Architecture for Implementation



Committee Charge
1. Assess the five proposed Beyond Einstein missions  

(Constellation-X, Laser Interferometer Space Antenna, Joint Dark 
Energy Mission, Inflation Probe, and Black Hole Finder probe) and 
recommend which of these five should be developed and 
launched first, using a funding wedge that is expected to begin in 
FY 2009. The criteria for these assessments include:

– Potential scientific impact within the  context of other existing and 
planned space-based and ground-based missions; and

– Realism of preliminary technology and management plans, and cost 
estimates.   

2. Assess the Beyond Einstein missions sufficiently so that they 
can act as input for any future decisions by NASA or the next 
Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey on the ordering of 
the remaining missions. This second task element will assist 
NASA in its investment strategy for future technology development 
within the Beyond Einstein Program prior to the results of the 
Decadal Survey.



The committee strongly believes that future technology investment is required and 
warranted in all of the Beyond Einstein mission areas. The candidates for JDEM, 
the committee’s first priority mission area, need continued funding until NASA 
and DOE conduct a competition and selection for a JDEM. Furthermore, the 
committee believes that the competition to select a JDEM should be open to other 
mission concepts, launch opportunities, measurement techniques, and 
international partnerships.

The next highest priority for funding from the current 2009 Beyond Einstein 
NASA budget wedge is to accelerate the maturation of those mission critical LISA 
technologies that are currently at low technology readiness levels. This funding will 
be needed until and if NASA initiates a post-Pathfinder mission start for LISA.

The current Beyond Einstein budget profile will not support technology 
development beyond JDEM and LISA. The committee did not develop a priority 
order for the remaining mission areas and believes all their component missions 
require additional technology maturity before they can be fully evaluated. Their 
technology development should continue to be supported in the broader 
astrophysics program, at least at a level that allows a sound appraisal by the next 
Astronomy and Astrophysics Decadal Survey.

Executive Summary Conclusion
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Einstein Great Observatories: Facility-class missions

• Constellation-X: Uses X-ray-emitting atoms as clocks to follow matter
falling into black holes and to study the evolution of the Universe.

• The Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA): Uses gravitational 
waves to sense directly the changes in space and time around black holes 
and to measure the structure of the Universe.

Einstein Probes: Fully competed, moderate-sized, scientist-led missions 
launched every three years

• Dark Energy Probe: Determine the properties of the dark energy that 
dominates the Universe.

• Inflation Probe: Detect the imprints left by quantum effects and 
gravitational waves at the beginning of the Big Bang.

• Black Hole Probe: Take a census of black holes in the local Universe.
These missions will answer sharply focused questions. Competition ensures
flexibility and keeps costs low by selecting methods and technologies

The Beyond Einstein Program
NASA’s Structure and Evolution of the Universe Roadmap 2003



Einstein Great Observatories: Facility-class missions

• Constellation-X

• Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA)

Einstein Probes: Moderate-sized, scientist-led missions

• Dark Energy Probe

• Inflation Probe

• Black Hole Probe

The Beyond Einstein Program



Black Hole Finder Probe: Science Goals
• Beyond Einstein science

– perform a census of black holes 
throughout the Universe

– determine how black holes evolve
– observe stars and gas plunging into 

black holes
– determine how black holes are 

formed 

• Broader science
– discover the origin of the 511 keV 

electron-positron annihilation line 
toward the center of the Milky Way

– determine the rate of supernova 
explosions in the Milky Way

– discover new types of hard x-ray 
sources revealed by a high-
sensitivity survey  

HST Image 
of M87 Jet

• Missions: EXIST, CASTER



Inflation Probe: Science Goals
• Beyond Einstein science

– detect gravitational waves sourced by inflation
– constrain the physics of inflation
– detect baryonic oscillations in the matter power spectrum 

•    Broader science
– determine the nature of  
galactic dust, galactic magnetic 
fields, and electron spectrum
– determine when the universe 
was reionized
– investigate the history of star 
formation for 3<z<6
– determine the masses of the 
three kinds of neutrinos

• Missions:                         
- Cosmic Inflation Probe            
- 3 CMB Probes 



Constellation-X: Science Goals
• Beyond Einstein science

– investigate motion near black holes 
– measure the evolution of dark energy using clusters of 

galaxies 
– determine where most of the atoms are located in the 

Warm Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM) and detect 
baryons

– determine the relationship of supermassive black hole 
(SMBH) growth to formation of galactic spheroids 

– determine whether dark matter emits energy via decay 
or annihilation

• Broader Science
– determine the equation of state of neutron stars 
– determine the size of the magnetic fields in young 

neutron stars 
– examine how supermassive black holes affect galaxies
– discover where heavy elements originate
– investigate the activity of Sun-like stars and how they 

affect their environments
– investigate how comets and planets interact with the 

Solar wind

Bullet Cluster 1E0657-56



Joint Dark Energy Mission: Science Goals
• Beyond Einstein science

– precisely measure the expansion 
history of the universe to 
determine whether the 
contribution of dark energy to the 
expansion rate varies with time

• Broader science
– investigate the formation and 

evolution of galaxies 
– determine the rate of star 

formation and how that rate 
depends on environment

• Missions
– SNAP: SN & WL
– Destiny: SN & WL
– ADEPT: SN & BAO



SN & WL

SN & BAO





Broader Science was crucial to JDEM priority



LISA: Science Goals
• Beyond Einstein science

– determine how and when massive 
black holes form

– investigate whether general 
relativity correctly describes 
gravity under extreme conditions

– determine how black hole growth 
is related to galaxy evolution

– determine if black holes are 
correctly described by general 
relativity

– investigate whether there are 
gravitational waves from the early 
universe

– determine the distance scale of the 
universe 

• Broader science
– determine the distribution of binary 

systems of white dwarfs and 
neutron stars in our Galaxy 







Evaluation of Science Impact
Five criteria for evaluation:

• Advancement of Beyond Einstein research goals        
- Find out what powered the Big Bang 
- Observe how black holes manipulate space, time and matter 
- Identify the mysterious dark energy pulling the Universe 
apart 

• Broader science contributions.   
• Potential for revolutionary discovery. 
• Science risk and readiness. 
• Uniqueness of the mission candidate for addressing 

its scientific questions. 



Evaluation of Technical Readiness 

• Technical Evaluation consisted of two parts
– Technical readiness, including the following elements: the instrument, 

spacecraft, operations, and technical margins.
– Management readiness, including: team organization, schedule and 

other special challenges.

• The committee, supported by SAIC, evaluated the technical 
readiness levels of the relevant scientific and engineering 
components for the 11 mission concepts.

• The mission candidates provided information on their missions 
in response to the committee’s Request For Information (RFI) 
and to further questions from the committee.  

• The mission teams worked to meet difficult deadlines imposed by the 
committee’s tight schedule, and the committee appreciates their efforts.



Finding 1

• The Beyond Einstein scientific issues are so 
compelling that research in this area will be 
pursued for many years to come. All five 
mission areas in NASA’s Beyond Einstein plan 
address key questions that take physics and 
astronomy beyond where the century of 
Einstein left them.  



Findings 2 and 3

• The Constellation-X mission will make the broadest and 
most diverse contributions to astronomy of any of the 
candidate Beyond Einstein missions. While it can make 
strong contributions to Beyond Einstein science, other BE 
missions address the measurement of dark energy 
parameters and tests of strong-field General Relativity in 
a more focused and definitive manner.

• Two mission areas stand out for the directness with which 
they address Beyond Einstein goals and their potential for 
broader scientific impact: LISA and JDEM. 



Finding 4

• LISA is an extraordinarily original and 
technically bold mission concept. LISA will 
open up an entirely new way of observing 
the universe, with immense potential to 
enlarge our understanding of physics and 
astronomy in unforeseen ways.  LISA, in 
the committee’s view, should be the flagship 
mission of a long-term program addressing 
Beyond Einstein goals.



Finding 5
• The ESA-NASA LISA Pathfinder mission that is 

scheduled for launch in late 2009 will assess the 
operation of several critical LISA technologies in 
space. The committee believes it is more responsible 
technically and financially to propose a LISA new 
start after the Pathfinder results are taken into account.   
In addition, Pathfinder will not test all technologies 
critical to LISA.  Thus, it would be prudent for 
NASA to invest further in LISA technology 
development and risk reduction, to help ensure that 
NASA is in a position to proceed with ESA to a 
formal new start as soon as possible after the LISA 
Pathfinder results are understood.



Finding 6

• A JDEM mission will set the standard in the 
precision of its determination of the distribution of 
dark energy in the distant universe. By clarifying 
the properties of 70 percent of the mass-energy in 
the universe, JDEM’s potential for fundamental 
advancement of both astronomy and physics is 
substantial. A JDEM mission will also bring 
important benefits to general astronomy. In 
particular, JDEM will provide highly detailed 
information for understanding how galaxies form 
and acquire their mass. 



Finding 7

• The JDEM mission candidates identified 
thus far are based on instrument and 
spacecraft technologies that have either 
been flown in space or have been 
extensively developed in other programs.  
A JDEM mission selected in 2009 could 
proceed smoothly to a timely and successful 
launch. 



Finding 8
• The present NASA Beyond Einstein 

funding wedge alone is inadequate to 
develop any candidate Beyond Einstein 
mission on its nominal schedule… 

EPIC-F
EPIC-I



Finding 8 cont.
• However, both JDEM and LISA could be carried out with 

the currently forecasted NASA contribution if DOE's 
contribution that benefits JDEM is taken into account and 
if LISA's development schedule is extended and funding 
from ESA is assumed. 



Recommendation 1
• NASA and DOE should proceed immediately with 

a competition to select a Joint Dark Energy 
Mission for a 2009 new start.  The broad mission 
goals in the Request for Proposal should be 

• (1) to determine the properties of dark energy with 
high precision and 

• (2) to enable a broad range of astronomical 
investigations.                                                      
The committee encourages the Agencies to seek as 
wide a variety of mission concepts and 
partnerships as possible.



Recommendation 2

• NASA should invest additional Beyond 
Einstein funds in LISA technology 
development and risk reduction, to help 
ensure that the Agency is in a position to 
proceed in partnership with ESA to a new 
start after the LISA Pathfinder results are 
understood. 



Recommendation 3

• NASA should move forward with 
appropriate measures to increase the 
readiness of the three remaining mission 
areas—Black Hole Finder Probe, 
Constellation-X, and Inflation Probe—     
for consideration by NASA and the NRC 
Decadal Survey of Astronomy and 
Astrophysics.



Selection Summary

• JDEM is the mission providing the measurements most likely 
to determine the nature of dark energy, and LISA provides the 
most direct and cleanest probe of spacetime near a black hole.   

• Constellation-X, in contrast, provides measurements 
promising progress on at least two of the three questions, but 
does not provide the most direct, cleanest measurement on any 
of them.   It was the committee’s judgment that for a focused 
program like Beyond Einstein, it is most important to provide 
the definitive measurement against at least one of the 
questions.

• The committee concludes that JDEM is technologically 
mature enough to succeed on the timescale specified in the 
charge.  LISA requires additional technology development  
and a successful pathfinder mission before it is ready for 
development.

• The committee recommends JDEM for a 2009 start.



Committee Cost Estimates and 
Budget Analysis



Cost Realism Assessment Methodology

1. Acquire and normalize data for the individual mission 
concepts.

2. Perform independent estimates of probable costs and 
development time to undertake the individual mission 
concepts.
1. Used SAIC’s QuickCost model to develop ICE
2. Cross-checked with NAFCOM model for consistency

3. Compare individual estimates with a complexity-based 
model (Aerospace Corp’s CoBRA) to aggregate 
individual mission concepts into a range of cost for the 
Beyond Einstein mission areas.

4. For the recommended mission sequence develop a budget 
profile compared with the expected funding wedge to 
assess affordability and mission ordering options.



There are four “bins” of complexity beginning with JDEM on the 
low end and culminating with the large observatories (LISA and 
Con-X) as most complex. Approximate development cost (Phase 
B, C, and D) and schedule regimes are as follows for the Beyond 
Einstein mission areas:

• Large Observatories (LISA and Con-X)     $2B     8 years
• BHFP (EXIST, CASTER)                           $1.5B  7 years
• JDEM (SNAP, ADEPT, DESTINY)             $1B     6 years
• IP (CIP, CMBPol, EPIC-F, EPIC-I)             $1B     6 years

Note that inclusion of launch service ($200M or $300M) and 
MO&DA (varies but on the order of $25M per year) is above and 
beyond the development cost numbers noted above.



37

Summary of Cost Estimate Results
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Committee ICE vs. Project Estimates

2x
3x



NASA Science Funding Crisis

my personal comments

Great 2003 Plans for US Space Astrophysics
Bush’s 2004 Vision for Space Exploration (VSE)
No extra NASA funding provided for VSE
Drastic 2007 cuts in NASA Space Astrophysics
Demise of US Space Astrophysics leadership:
    three nightmares
Possible path forward



NASA Space Science 2003

Robust Astrophysics Program

Diverse Solar System Exploration Program

despite costly & wasteful International Space Station
sold as “science”

Balanced mix of R&A, and flagship, mid, and small missions 
including HST, Chandra, Spitzer, WMAP and other Explorers,
and future missions including 
JWST, SOFIA, GLAST, Kepler, NuSTAR, WISE 
Beyond Einstein: JDEM, Inflation Probe, BH Probe, Con-X, LISA
Navigator: Terrestrial Planet Finder, Space Interfer. Mission (SIM)

Ambitious Earth Observation Program



Source: Charter for House Science Subcommittee hearing May 2, 2007







THE MOON-MARS PROGRAM

NOVEMBER 2004



NASA Space Astrophysics 2007 Budget Changes 

> $3 billion cut from coming years Space Astrophysics

 Zeroed out or indefinitely postponed: NuSTAR, SOFIA, 

 Beyond Einstein: JDEM, Inflation Probe, BH Probe, Con-X, LISA, 

 Navigator: Terrestrial Planet Finder, Space Interfer. Mission (SIM)

Recent Developments
SOFIA refunded

Beyond Einstein NRC study to choose 1st for > 2015 launch

SMD Assoc Admin Alan Stern and John Mather appointed



G. Illingworth testimony at House Science Subcommittee hearing May 2, 2007



The National Academy of Sciences recently released the results of the
first-ever Decadal Survey on Earth Science. The report, which was 
requested by NASA, NOAA, and USGS, states that “the number of 
operating sensors and instruments on NASA spacecraft, most of which 
are well past their nominal lifetimes, will decrease by some 40 percent”  
by the end of the decade. The report also states that “…the United 
States’ extraordinary foundation of global observations is at great risk.” 
Many of the measurements that may be lost with these sensors 
provide critical information on weather and climate. Some of the 
planned replacement sensors, which are to be flown on NPOESS, are 
less capable than existing sensors and may affect future abilities to 
forecast El Nino events, hurricanes and weather forecasts in coastal 
areas. Moreover, the decadal survey notes that between 2000 and 
2006 NASA’s Earth science budget decreased by more than 30% 
when adjusted for inflation. The proposed FY 08 budget does not 
provide outyear funding that would enable development of even the 
first few of the 15 new, high-priority NASA missions recommended in 
the Decadal Survey. 

Source: Charter for House Science Subcommittee hearing May 2, 2007



Problems and Dangers:

No small or med US Astrophysics missions 2009-2015

        and ending of Chandra and Spitzer ⇒
        likely significantly reduced science output

Cuts in R&A funding immediately impact renewing
        and new investigators

Lack of technology development funds

   Ending of Delta II after 2009 will increase launch cost

Inability to respond to 2010 Decadal Study      



Three Nightmares for US Space Astrophysics

1.  Moon-Mars eats all available funds 

2.  Demise of Earth Observation from space 
becomes issue in 2008 Presidential campaign; 
next Administration cuts Space Astrophysics to 
fund Earth Observation

3.  Next Administration repudiates Bush Moon-
Mars, drastically cuts NASA budget 

Consequence: 
US abdicates Space Astrophysics leadership



Possible Solution

Astronomers and Particle Physicists strongly support the 
recommendations of the NAS/NRC Beyond Einstein report 

Space Astrophysicists and Earth Observation Scientists    
work together to plan much more ambitious NASA science 
programs to preserve US leadership and competitiveness

Join with aerospace companies (except Boeing?) to 
lobby for much more ambitious US Space Science program

Aim to influence Transition to next Administration


